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Fine Vocal Recital at Gardner 

by VIRGINIA NEWES 

 

At the Gardner Museum’s Calderwood Hall on Sunday afternoon, baritone Samuel 
Hasselhorn and pianist Renate Rohlfing treated us to a beautifully conceived and 
artfully presented selection of songs. 

The opening group of Robert Schumann’s settings of texts by Heinrich Heine 
demonstrated the wide range of subject and mood explored by both poet and 
composer. Hasselhorn depicted the many shades of the drama with shifts of dynamics 
and tone color that were never overplayed or mannered. “Du bist wie eine Blume” (You 
are like a flower) brought out the mellifluous quality of Hasselhorn’s voice in softer 
tones. In the final song in the Schumann group, “Die beiden Grenadiere” (The Two 
Grenadiers), there was another vehicle for a stunning display of dramatic 

characterization in a martial mode. 

Hugo Wolf’s setting of “Der Feuerreiter” (The Fire-rider) by Eduard Mo rike was a bravura display of spooky 
musical imagery for both performers: obsessive triplets followed by increasing rhythmic density in the piano, 
wild leaps in the voice contrasting with rising chromatic progressions, then a return to centered tonality with 
the discovery of the skeleton and the hush of the piano’s final chords. Next, in Poulenc,  Hasselhorn realized the 
shifting moods unerringly. 
 
A final group of Schubert songs closed the program. The young Schubert’s setting of Goethe’s dramatic poem 
“Erlko nig” calls for virtuosic stamina from both pianist and singer: relentless triplet octaves from the pianist, 
variety of characterization from the singer. In fact, Hasselhorn employed a distinctive tone color for each of the 
four characters, with only the narrator remaining in a neutral mood. Employing subtle shifts in color rather 
than undue mimicry, Hasselhorn conveyed the father’s mounting fear, the child’s panic, and the elf-king’s 
ingratiating falsehood. Rohlfing’s crisp, light attack and steady pace maintained an atmosphere of sheer terror 
throughout. The calm setting of another Goethe poem, “Wandrers Nachtlied” (Wanderer’s Night Song) brought 
out the sweetness of Hasselhorn’s pianissimo voice in its upper register. Hasselhorn and Rohlfing carried off 
Schubert’s last song, “Die Taubenpost” (The Pigeon Post), at once cheerful and melancholic, with rare elegance. 
Following a round of well-earned applause, an encore of “An die Musik” (To Music), echoed our sentiments. 
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